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STATUTE
1.Establishment
It is established in Rome, via E.Glori 40, zipcode 00137, tel./fax +39 06
97844307, e-mail tsunamic@tin.it , c/o Dr. Giacomo Primo Sciortino, the
non profit association “Tsunami Club”.
Founding members of the association are Giacomo Primo Sciortino, born
in Milano on 3.5.1957, Mancini Patrizia, born in Roma on 30,4.1959 and
Federico Strider Sciortino, born in Roma on 6.11.1988.
2. Association’s goal
The Association’s goals are the promotion of sustainable and environmentconscious activities of discovery, knowledge and interaction with nature,
territories and their culture, having in mind the ideal socio-economic
balance for the Planet into the third millennium.
The Association has a global character and hence pursues the involvement
of european and international members, as well as twinnings and
cooperations with likewise entities outside of Italy.
Whoever becomes a member, in accordance to the latter, is well aware
that, depending on the cases (see i.e. activities of international interest),
information and activities could be carried out solely in english, instead of
italian, without any obligation of translation on the Association.
In the scope of the Association there are also amateur-non competitive
sport activities, even on a regular timely basis, or specific events, in any
discipline.
Tipically, the Association’s activities will be carried out using common
equipment, goods and assets of any type, also and particularly intellectual,
defined on a case by case basis and with a suitable internal publicity.
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The activities shall be approved by the Directors Committee which can
mandate single members for their management and execution, also by a
detached Association’s section. The conduct of the Association’s activities
in subject to the Regulation, which is herewith attached and integrates the
Statute.
3. Duration, applicable rules and dispute resolution
The Association’s duration is initially established in one year, dating from
1 january 2013. The first Ordinary Assembly will establish if and for how
long to extend this duration. For anything not ruled in the present Statute,
te italian civil code (c.c.) relative to non profit private associations will
apply.
In case of controversy a preliminary conciliation shall be attempted.
Should this mediation fail, the competent court and applicable law are
Rome, Italy.
Signatures
Roma, the ______________________
Giacomo P.Sciortino

Patrizia Mancini

Federico S.Sciortino
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